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ABSTRACT: In this paper we establish a theorem, using same technique in sieve of Eratosthenes, to find unknown 
prime numbers in a given range, also in the given range we prove there exist prime numbers different from known 
prime numbers . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
    
Sieve of Eratosthenes is a very simple ancient algorithm for finding all prime numbers in the range from2  to a given 
number .n Initially, we have the set of all the numbers }.,...,4,3,2{ nS   At  each step we choose the smallest number in 

the set and remove all its multiples. It is sufficient to remove only multiples of prime numbers not exceeding .n  We 
start first with the smallest element in the set ,2 we remove multiples of 2  from the set ,S  which are ,....8,6,4  At 
second step we choose 3 smallest number of the remaining elements of the set .S  We remove multiples of 3 from 
remaining elements of the set S which are ,....12,9,6  At third step we choose 5 smallest number of the remaining 
elements of the set .S  We remove multiples of5 from remaining elements of the set Swhich are ,....20,15,10  Continue 
in this process, at each step we choose the smallest number,  and remove all its multiples. It is sufficient to remove, in 
each step, only multiples of primes numbers not exceeding .n  In this way, all composite numbers will be 
removed from the set ,S and remain all prime numbers in this set.    
Sieve of Eratosthenes is a well known algorithm for finding prime numbers between 2 and n  , several   authors 
presented different algorithmic forms see e.g. [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9].  
In this paper we define the concept of bounded multiples of an integer in a set and prove some propositions  related to 
bounded multiples, we use these propositions to prove the main result in this paper. The main result can be used to find 
prime numbers between known two integers. Suppose all prime numbers known to us are n and np  is the largest prime 
number known to us. How to find prime numbers between np and nT where  ,... 1321 nnn Tppppp    is an application of 
the main result, also we prove there exists at least one prime number between np and .nT In the main result we use the 
same technique in sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm, here we remove known prime numbers and their multiples, the 
remaining numbers between np and nT are unknown prime numbers and their products to any powers, which can be 

written as }.0 ,1 integers, ,:...{ 321
321 iiknnnn kikpppp knnnn  

  
 

II. RELATED WORK 

Here we introduce the concept of finite multiple with some examples and propositions. 

Definition 2.1 Let },...,3,2,1{ mM  (subset of natural numbers with melements and greatest element m )  and a

positive integer we called the set },:{ MxMaxaxaM  boin a set unded multiples of  integer a in the set .M  
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Example2.2. Let  }9,6,3{3M  },10,8,6,4,2{2M  },10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1{ M  and }.7{7 M From Difnition1.1 

for all set M we have .1 MM    

 Remark 2.3. Let },...,3,2,1{ mM   and a positive integer, the set },...,3,2,{ 1amaaaaM  from Definition 2.1 

MaM   and .1 mm    

Remark2.4.  By the set of prime numbers ,...},,{ 321 ppp we mean ... ,5,3,2 321  ppp and so on.   

Example2.5.  Let }20,...,3,2,1{M , ,7,5,3,2 3321  pppp , ,  

}30,30 ,31,31 integers, ,,,:{}20,...,6,4,2{ j11  jiiji jijipppMp ji   

}10,30 ,41 integers, ,,:{}20,...,6,4,2{ 11   iipppMp ii  

 }10,20 ,31 integers, ,,:{}18,...,9,6,3{ 22   iipppMp ii   

}2 of multiplenot integer  :{1 xxMpM   

}3 of multiplenot integer  :{2 yyMpM   

}3 of multiplenot  and 2 of multiplenot  :{)( 21 zzpMpM   

}19,17,13,11,7,5,1{)( 21  pMpM  

}83 integer, ,0 number, prime :{)( i87654321
876543  ippppppppMpM ii   

},:{ MxMaxaxaM   

Proposition 2.6. Let aM multiples of  integer a  in the set ,M b  is positive integer, aMb)( is multiples of  integer b  

by in the set ,aM  Mba )( is multiples of  integer  ba in the set ,M then MbaaMb )()(  and .)()( MbaMab   

Proof: From Definition 2.1 we have  

,)(},:{},:{},:{)( MbaMxMbaxbaxMaMaxMaMbaxbaxaMaxaMbaxbaxaMb  and

.)(},:{},:{)( MbaMxMbaxbaxMxMabxabxMab     

Proposition 2.7. Let aM  is bounded finite multiples of  integer a  by elements of the set M and bT  is bounded finite 

multiples of  integer b  by elements of the setT , if b  is multiple of a  then aMbM   and if  aMaT   then MT . 

Proof: Supposeb is multiple of a then there exists positive integer 1c  such that acb   From Difnition1.1 there exists  

21 m ,,mm such that },...,3,2,1{ mM  , },...,3,2.{ 1amaaaaM  , },,...,3,2,{ 2bmbbbbM  and Mamaaa },...,3,2,{ 1 , 

,},...,3,2,{ 2 Mbmbbb   where .m , 21 mmm   

Since ,},...,3,2,{},...,3,2,{ 22 Mbmbbbcamcacaca   Mamaaa },...,3,2,{ 1 and acac  ,1  we have 21 mm  then  

},,...,3,2,{},...,3,2,{ 12 amaaacamcacaca   therefore .aMbM   
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Suppose aMaT  , from Definition 1.1 },...,3,2.{ 1amaaaaM  such that },...,3,2.1{ mM  and },...,3,2.{ 1ataaaaT   

such that },...,3,2.1{ tT  where 11 ,,, ttmm are positive integer such that ,,,,, 111111 a
tttt

a
mmmmmt   then we 

have  
a
mm

a
m

a
tt

a
t

 11 1 ,1  and    
a
mm

a
am

a
tt

a
at







11  ,  therefore  mt  and .MT    

Proposition 2.8. Let aM  is bounded finite multiples of  integer a  by elements of the set M and abT and is bounded 

finite multiples of  integer ab  by elements of the setT ,where b is any positive integer .If aMabT  then we have 

.MbT    

Proof: Using  Proposition 2.7. and let abTaT   therefore  if aMabT   then we have MbT  . 

Proposition 2.9. If aM is bounded finite multiples of  integer a  by elements of the set M and for any positive integer  

b which satisfies bM is bounded finite multiples, then we have .)( aMMab   

Proof: From Proposition2.6. we have .)()( MbaaMb  Using Difnition1.1we have  

aMaMaxaMbaxbaxaMbMba  },:{)()(                                                   

III. MAIN RESULT 

 
In next theorem we will prove there exists at least one prime number between np and .nT  

Theorem3.1. For prime numbers ,,...,,, 321 npppp let nn Tpppp ...321  then there exists at least one prime number  q  
such that .nn Tqp       

Proof: Given nn Tpppp ...321  then  1nT  can not be divided by any element of the set },,...,,{ 321 npppp because 
residue of division  1nT  by ip  equal 1ip  and 01ip  for all .1 ni   Since any integer greater than one either 
prime or composite of finite number of primes and there are infinitely many primes, for 1nT  is prime number then 

we have ,1 nnn TTp   therefore the theorem holds,  if 1nT  is composite then k
knnnnn ppppT 

 ...1 321
321  , where 

knnnn pppp  ,...,,, 321
are prime numbers such that 

knnnn pppp   ...321
  and k ,...,,, 321 are integers 

not all equal zero, (if all of k ,...,,, 321 are equal zero, then   11nT ).  If 01   then  there exists prime number  

1np  such that   .1 nnn Tpp    If 02   then  there exists prime number  2np  such that   .2 nnn Tpp    
Generally if 0j  then  there exists prime number  

jnp 
 such that   njnn Tpp    for all kj 1 therefore the 

theorem holds for  1nT  composite. Therefore exists at least one prime number  q  such that   .nn Tqp   
  Example3.2. Let  5,3,2,3 321  pppn  and  303 T  , then  there exist ... ,13,11,7 654  ppp   such that   

3075   ,  30115   ,   30135   
   Example3.3. Let  7,5,3,2,4 4321  ppppn  and  2104 T  , then  there exist ... ,17,13,11 765  ppp   
such that   210117   ,  210137   ,   210177     
Now we are ready to prove our main result. 
Theorem 3.5. Let ,,...,,, 321 npppp be prime numbers,  ,...321 nn Tpppp   and },,...,3,2,1{ nTM   and for prime 
number ,p  let }1 ,:{ nTptMtptpM   (bounded multiples of the integer p  by elements of the set M ) then for 
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prime numbers,  knnnn pppp  ,...,,, 321  such that  nknnnnn Tppppp   ...321  then we have  

}0 ,1 integers, ,:...{ 321
321

1
iiknnnn

n

i
i kikppppMpM knnnn   



 . 

Proof: Since  ,...321 nn Tpppp   and },,...,3,2,1{ nTM   by using Theorem 3.1. there exists at least one prime number  
q  such that   ,nn Tqp  suppose that all prime numbers between  np and nT are  knnnn pppp  ,...,,, 321  such that  

....321 nknnnnn Tppppp    For all Mx  we can write  

iiknnnnn knikppppppppx knnnnn   
 0 ,1 integers, ,:...... 321321

321321   
For all MpMy 11  we can say My 1 and 1y not multiple of ,1p we can write 

iiknnnnn knikpppppppy knnnnn   
 0 ,2 integers, ,:...... 32132

321321  
For all ),( 212 MpMpMy  we can say My 2 and 2y not multiple of 1p or multiple of ,2p we can write 

iiknnnnn knikpppppppy knnnnn   
 0 ,3 integers, ,:...... 32143

321432  

Continue in this process, ,
1

MpMy
n

i
in 



  we can say My n and ny not multiple of  any element of the set

},,...,,,{ 321 npppp we can write 

iiknnnnn knikppppy knnnn   
 0 ,1n integers, ,:...321

321  

Therefore, }0 ,1 integers, ,:...{ 321
321

1
iiknnnn

n

i
i kikppppMpM knnnn   



 .  

Example 3.6. Let  29,23,19,17,13,11,7,5,3,2,3 10987654321  ppppppppppn  and  
30)5)(3(23 T  , },,...,3,2,1{ 3TM   },30,...,6,4,2{2 M  and }.30,...,9,6,3{3 M  We have 

},29,...,5,3,1{2  MM },29,...,8,7,5,4,2,1{3  MM   },29,...,11,7,5,1{)32(  MMM and

}.29,...,17,13,11,7,1{)532(
3

1




i

ipMMMMM   

Example3.7. Let 199,197,193,...,11,7,5,3,2,4 46454454321  ppppppppn                              and  

2104 T  , },,...,3,2,1{ 4TM   },210,...,6,4,2{2 M  and }.210,...,9,6,3{3 M  We have },209,...,5,3,1{2  MM
},209,...,8,7,5,4,2,1{3  MM   },209,...,11,7,5,1{)32(  MMM

},209,...,17,13,11,7,1{)532(  MMMM  

}209,199,197,...,19,17,13,11,1{)7532(
4

1




MpMMMMMM
k

k  

},,,,,,,...,,,1{}209,199,197,...,19,17,13,11,1{ 2
6857565

2
54645765

4

1

pppppppppppppMpM
k

k 

  

}0 ,465 integer, :...{}209,199,197,...,19,17,13,11,1{ 46765
46765

4

1
ii

k
k ippppMpM  




 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

Suppose all prime numbers known to us are n and np is the largest prime number known to us. Let  

nnn Tppppp 1321 ... and   },,...,3,2,1{ nTM  if we apply Theorem 3.5. we can discover a set of prime numbers,   since 

}0 ,1 integers, ,:...{ 321
321

1
jnjnknnnn

n

i
i kjkppppMpM knnnn




   , the two smallest elements in the  
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set MpM
n

i
i

1

 are },1{ 1np . Therefore  1np is smallest element of discovered set of prime numbers. For the set 

},0 ,2 integers, ,:...{ 432
432

1

1
jnjnknnnn

n

i
i kjkppppMpM knnnn







   the two smallest elements in the set  

MpM
n

i
i

1

1





  are },1{ 2np . Therefore the two smallest elements of discovered set of prime numbers are  1np and 2np  

such that  21   nn pp . Also },0 ,3 integers, ,:...{ 543
543

2

1
jnjnknnnn

n

i
i kjkppppMpM knnnn







                                                                                                      

the two smallest elements in the set MpM
n

i
i

2

1





 are },1{ 3np . Therefore the smallest three elements of discovered set 

of prime numbers are  321 ,,  nnn ppp  such that  321   nnn ppp . Continue in this process the discovered set of 

primes numbers will be },,...,,,{ 321 knnnn pppp  such that ....321 nknnnn Tpppp     
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